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Dear friends,

2019 was a very dynamic and rewarding year for us: we supported 53 projects of
civil society organizations in the amount of €183,200; through four different
programs, we organized 19 public events such as conferences, round tables, infodays, panel discussions; we designed and produced 18 video materials in the form
of short-video stories, podcasts and video announcements… And we crowned the
year behind us with ISKRA Philanthropy Excellence Award ceremony, which
continuous to spark for more than a decade now.
At the same time, as we move forward, we will do our best, both through
grantmaking and our daily work, to help support and inspire actions for the
common good.
It is with great pleasure that we share with you the “snapshots” of our work in
2019, in the pages that will follow.
All the best,
Fund for Active Citizenship
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Programs
Program

No. of supported projects

Amount

Action for Stronger CSO Voice

10

€ 34,775.00

De FACTO Development

10

€ 75,745.00

SIGN UP for Impact

18

€ 35,000.00

Citizen Action

14

€ 33,680.00

Green Ideas

1

€ 4,000.00

Total

53

€ 183,200.00

Action for Stronger CSO Voice
Project duration: 14 months (August 2018 – October 2019)
Total project value: 185.000$
Total US funding: 175.000$

With support of the US Embassy in Podgorica, in the fall of 2018, we launched Action for Stronger Civil
Society Organizations Voice: program aiming to strengthen the voice and influence of civil society in
democratic participation and processes in Montenegro. The primary purpose of the Action was to
implement two sub-granting programs on the topics of: youth outreach and empowerment; economic and
political empowerment of women; empowerment of disadvantaged and marginalized communities; social
entrepreneurship; countering violent extremism and environment and sustainable development.
In response to the first Call for Proposals, we received 59 project proposals out of which the best six were
awarded grants in the amount of 100.000$.
The second Call for Proposals, intended for small-sized, community-based organizations and their local
initiatives, resulted in 60 project proposals and selected 10 for grant awards. Total amount for this Call
was $40.000.
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Very dynamic one-year program included a short video form competition on the topics which were in the
focus of the program. The Call for short video forms was renewed for three topics that were not rewarded
during the first Call and this time with success.
On the same topics, we organized 6 thematic panel discussions in American corners in Podgorica, Pljevlja
and Cetinje.

The first Panel discussion on the topic „The
Power of Activism – Our Story was held on
March 21st with the aim of highlighting the
importance of women's empowerment in
Montenegro. We discussed why we need
women's activism today, whether there is
support and who should provide it, what the
role of civil society organizations is, and who
the activists are today.
The audience had the opportunity to hear
personal activist stories of panelists: Biljana
Maslovaric - the president of fAKT Managing
Board, Maja Raicevic- Women Rights Centre, Dejana Dizdar, Civic Creative Centre from Cetinje and Ana
Rasovic – Union of Young Entrepreneurs of Montenegro.

Importance of Youth Empowerment and
Outreach in Montenegro was the topic of the
second panel discussion, held on April 24th, at
the American Corner in Cetinje. Our panelists
talked about the challenges that young people
face with today, whether there is support and
who should provide it, is it necessary to
accredit and establish a quality system for
programs and services provided by NGOs to
young people. The moderator was Dejana
Dizdar and our panelists were: Bojana
Ivanovic, high school student and activist,
Andrej Seter young entrepreneur, Jelena
Miljanic from UNDP, National Joint Program Coordinator of Dialogue for the future project and Nenad
Koprivica, Director of Directorate for Youth – Ministry of Sport and Youth.
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On the topic "Social Inclusion - Achievements and Challenges", we discussed at the American Corner in
Pljevlja on first day of June, during our third
panel discussion organized within this
program. We sought to bring together
“I heard and read about the positive
effects of applying music therapy and play
therapy in work with children with
disabilities, thinking about how to apply it
at the Day Care Center in Plav. Thank you
so much for a provided opportunity to be
here today and for the first time hear
about new services in our country that are
applicable and effective” - Jasna
Kolasinac, director of Day Care Center in
Plav,

relevant actors and stakeholders on this topic. Our
panelists were: Ensad Omerović, Director of the Day-care
Centre for children with disabilities “Tisa” from Bijelo
Polje, Desanka Dragas, special education teacher in
primary school “Bosko Buha”, Branka Danilovic, Director of the Center for Social Welfare Pljevlja, doctor
Marija Cupara pediatrician from the Center for children with special needs, Veselinka Ilincic, Secretary of
the Commission for directing children with special educational needs to educational institutions, and Mila
Marijanovic, special educator in NGO Ray of Hope. Panel moderator was Svetlana Dujovic, Director of the
Day care Centre in Pljevlja, and a member of the Ray of Hope Managing Board.

During the panel discussion on the topic Entrepreneurship at the Turning Point - Potential of Social
Entrepreneurship in Montenegro, we talked about the concept of social enterprise, the opportunities and
challenges for startups and practice examples that function in Montenegro. Social entrepreneurship is
part of the social economy, and it occurs when social problems are solved using entrepreneurial principles.
It is an innovative way for people to solve
various economic, educational, health and
environmental
problems
in
their
community through their work – by
forming associations and applying
sustainable business models. Igor Milosevic
from NGO ADP ZID and Anto Jankovic, fAKT
associate and member of EMESInternational Research Network, presented
the theory and concept of social
entrepreneurship. Dejan Tmusic from the
Paraplegics Association in Cetinje talked
about functioning model of a printing office
in that town, Miljaim Delija from the Centre for Roma initiatives in Niksic presented their greenhouse
project; examples of Caritas that function in Bar and Berane were shared by PR manager of CARITAS, Sanja
Rakic. Moderator of this panel discussion was Milos Markovic, from NGO Active Zone, Cetinje.
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The fifth panel discussion was held at the American Corner in Pljevlja, on September 26th on the topic of
environment and sustainable development. The event, entitled Environmental Status in Pljevlja –
Challenges and Possibilities for Improvement was organized in order to gain insight into current activities
that are in the focus of protection and improvement of environment in Pljevlja.

The pollution level in Pljevlja, especially during
winter, has been increasing at an alarming rate
for years. As experts explain, air pollution is
high because of the large number of individual
fireboxes, the specific configuration of the
terrain on which the city is located, with the
cumulative effect of constant emissions from
industry and traffic.
The panelists on this topic were Igor
Golubovic, President of the Municipality of
Pljevlja, Zagorka Kalovic, from NGO Viva Vita,
Milorad Mitrovic from local NGO Breznica and
Almina Kucan from the state Environment
Protection Agency of Montenegro. Moderator of this panel was Aleksandar Perovic, director of Ecological
Movement OZONE.

The last panel discussion, organized within
this program, was held on the topic of
Countering Violent Extremism at the
American Corner in Cetinje, on October 28th.
By establishing the National Operational
Team, within which operates the Assistance
and Protection Team, transitional Action
Plan for 2019 with preparation of a new
strategy for 2020-2024 and setting up a free
telephone line and a website, Montenegro
created a national platform with the aim to
effectively address the problems of
radicalization and violent extremism. Milica
Kovačević on behalf of Center for
Democratic Transition was the moderator
and the panelists were: Dragan Pejanovic, the National Coordinator for countering violent extremism at
the Ministry of Interior, Milos Vukanic, historian and Andjelija Lucic from Forum MNE.
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Civil Society Organizations Forum
The last activity of the program Action for Stronger CSO Voice, was the CSO Forum, that gathered over 40
representatives of CSOs, relevant institutions and stakeholders. Alongside with presentation of achieved
results of all 16 supported projects, the event was organized to strengthen the dialogue between different
social actors on the topic of strengthening the voice and influence of civil society organizations.

Ambassador Judy Rising Reinke spoke at the Forum opening, and expressed satisfaction with established
cooperation and partnership with Fund for Active Citizenship that has invested extremely significant,
thorough and dedicated work in achieving the goal of the joint project - strengthening the influence of
civil society and contributing to positive social and democratic changes.

General Director of the Directorate for Good Governance and NGO work, Ms. Marija Hajdukovic,
expressed satisfaction with increasing cooperation with CSOs, expecting it be stronger in future, and
aiming at common acting and mutual cooperation.
„I congratulate you on your daily
efforts to strengthen democracy and
the US Embassy will be dedicated to
provide support for building and
strengthening of your capacities “–
ambassador J.R. Reinke
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SNAPSHOT OF THE ACTION FOR STRONGER CSO VOICE
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Citizen Action
The program is implemented thanks to institutional support of the Rockefeller Brothers Fund

Solidarity, equality and social responsibility of all actors in development and well-being of the community
and society as a whole, are key values that we promote - through the Citizen Action program but through
our overall acting.
Through Citizen Action program, we want to encourage civic engagement and activism and to support
projects that: enhance community development; bring positive change which has the potential to be longlasting and to inspire new ones; encourage voluntary participation and work; contribute to citizens
empowering as agents of social change.
In October 2019 grant round, the Grant-making Committee selected 14 of 61 project proposals of civil
society organizations and informal groups of citizens, awarding 33,680 EUR.

Grant Award Contracts were signed in December, and supported projects’ implementation will last within
the next six months.
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Green Ideas
In partnership with the Balkan Green Foundation and the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, we have organized
for the eighth consecutive time an open call for selection of best Green Ideas. The aim of the program is
to stimulate individuals, agriculture households, small enterprises and nongovernmental organizations to

develop innovative business ideas, based on principles of sustainable development.

National Green ideas Committee, selected the best three ideas that participated in the Regional
competition.
Unlike last year, the three ideas from Montenegro were not among the award-winning at the Regional
competition. However, in accordance with the terms of the national competition, the one that was the
best-ranked at the regional competition, received financial support from fAKT in the amount 4,000 EUR –
and it was the green idea “Oakville” of the Entrepreneurs and Volunteers club of Gymnasium „Slobodan
Škerović “ from Podgorica.
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De facto Development: Support to CSOs Growth and Leadership
Project duration: 36 months (September 2017 – September 2020)
Total project value: 333.660 €
Total EU funding: 300.000 €
In 2019, we continued to support civil society organizations' initiatives through De Facto Development
program. This three-year program aims to strengthen and develop the capacity of organizations through
2 training cycles, mentoring, consultancy, advisory and financial support for selected projects.
The Grant Committee selected an
additional six civil society organizations
that were selected for support in the
second round by the quality of the
proposed projects within De Facto
Development – Support to Growth of small
sized Civil Society Organizations.
The total amount allocated in two calls for
proposals announced during 2019, for
medium and small CSOs was EUR
75,745.00

~~~~~~~
We have initiated and supported two joint actions of non-formal civil society leader’s forum - one action
in the area of environment protection and sustainable development, initiated and led by the Ecological
Movement OZON and the other in the field of social inclusion, led by the National Association of Parents
of Children and Youth with Disabilities – NARDOS. These two actions aimed at identifying problems in
these areas and several CSOs organized joint actions in response to current developments and providing
recommendations for improvement.
Funding and sustainability of social services
and inclusive programs have been imposed
as one of the key issues of organizations
working with people with disabilities. In this
regard, within the framework of the
activities managed by NARDOS, was
conducted a survey on the current situation
and, with the assistance of the international
consultant, Nives Radeljic, a consultation
process was initiated with all relevant
stakeholders in the field of social inclusion.
The result of this process was the policy
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document: Analysis of Funding and Sustainability of Social Services and Inclusive Programs in the
Community: Findings and Recommendations, which presents the findings and recommendations from a
strategic and legally defined level, to the introduction of practices of key importance to the sustainable
functioning of NGOs involved in the development of services and programs to support children and youth
with disabilities.
Within the area of environment
protection and sustainable development,
the need for a public campaign has been
recognized, a campaign that would focus
on making the general public aware of the
most important challenges that will treat
the negotiation process related to the
areas covered by Chapter 27 Environment and Climate Change. For this
purpose, web portal Euroskop has been
launched with the aim of informing and
activating the citizens to take part in the
decision-making processes regarding Chapter 27.

One more of the activities, launched and implemented through this program with the aim to increase the
visibility of CSOs activities is Aktivizam.me - a platform that presents the activities of a number of
organizations, individuals and citizens who are recognized in the community as activists. A platform for
Activism, integrates realized activities but also announces and invites for new ones.
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SIGN Up for Impact: Philanthropy Development for Stronger Civil Society
Project duration: 42 months (April 2018 - October 2021)
Total project value: 167.738 €
Total EU funding: 150.897 €
Enhancing the impact of civil society in policy and decision making processes in Serbia, Montenegro,
Bosnia & Herzegovina, Kosovo and FYR Macedonia by improving legal and financial environment for
philanthropy development- in the shortest is the goal of the program which will last a bit over three years.
In the past year, 10 civil society organizations have been selected to participate in the Sustainability
Academy program. After organized training for CSOs, the organizations had the opportunity, with socalled technical grant of € 700, to raise funds from local community, and to double that amount with our
support, for the implementation of approved projects. The total amount allocated to nine organizations
that have been successful in fundraising was EUR 28,700.00.
We also organized and implemented the
National Philanthropy Forum which presented
the results and conclusions of a public opinion
survey on giving for the common good. Nearly
70 percent of respondents to the Philanthropy
in Montenegro survey said they were ready to
participate in giving activities for the common
good in the future.

According to the opinion poll, conducted by IPSOS,
the Montenegrin public is still not sufficiently
informed about the roles of individuals, institutions,
organizations and sector, and the benefits to society
as a whole. Better information through the media
stands out as the best way to inspire philanthropy in
Montenegro.
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In November, together with the Catalyst Balkans
Foundation, we presented a Comparative Analysis
of Citizens Opinion on Philanthropy in the Western
Balkans. The analysis has shown that, compared to
the countries in the region, Montenegro is the only
country that records constant growth in giving for
the common good.
On the other hand, more than half of the
respondents believe that giving for the common
good is not developed in Montenegro, nor that it is
given sufficient importance in society.

The report on Philanthropy in Montenegro you can view here.

In cooperation with legal expert PhD Dragan Golubovic, who is a permanent member of the Council of
Experts of the Council of Europe's Non-Profit Law, we prepared an analysis of tax regulations relevant for
the development of philanthropy in Montenegro and drafted guidance for the giving of legal and
individual taxpayers for general purposes. The analysis also covers the legal framework for establishment
and activities of endowments in Montenegro.
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ISKRA Philanthropy Excellence Award

The Annual ISKRA Philanthropy Excellence Awards and Recognitions were presented for the eleventh time
on December 3rd at Royal Theatre “Zetski dom” in Cetinje. In cooperation with the Directorate for
Diaspora and the Chamber of Commerce of Montenegro, and with the support of the European
Commission, Ćano Koprivica Foundation, the Rockefeller Brothers Fund and many friends, we have
continued to give special importance to examples of acting and giving for the common good, beginning
the second decade of Iskra!
Three awards and seven special recognitions were given to:
Hajriz Brčvak - Award for Individual Contribution
MTEL d.o.o. - Award for Contribution at the National level
Savana Commercial Retail - Award for Contribution to the Local Community

Sava osiguranje AD Podgorica - Special Recognition for Contribution to the Local Community
Amplitudo - Special Recognition for Contribution to the Local Community
Zef Dedvukaj - Special Recognition for Civic Contribution
Milovan - Milo Janković - Special Recognition for Civic Contribution
Jelena Krivčević - Special Recognition for Civic Contribution
Savo Knežević - Special Recognition for Civic Contribution
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As in previous years, posthumous award was also given: to philanthropists Tomo and Stana Luketić,
and to our dear colleague, Aleksandar Dedović, for their contribution to the common good.
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About LAUREATS:
Award for Individual Contribution went to Hajriz Brčvak, a philanthropist and businessman from Bistrica

village near town of Bijelo Polje, who invested in Montenegro his capital earned in Germany and
altruistically helps others, both in Montenegro and around the world. Being very modest, he believes that
Montenegro is his only home, in which every man should do something for someone beside himself. "I
always wanted to invest and live where my roots started ... In Montenegro, I started making small
investments and wanted to keep it that way. However, in this life, sometimes it may not be the way you
define it,” says Hajriz, adding that his greatest pleasure is when he feels he can help someone who really
needs help.
Award for Contribution at National Level went to M-TEL, which for years has supported culture, science,
health system, sports and other activities relevant to the development of Montenegrin society, whether
in money, products or services. During the last year, they launched the Telemedicine project, which is the
largest donation to healthcare system, and besides the funds that will reach the amount of EUR 1.3 million
by the end of the project implementation, the construction of optical infrastructure is also significant,
which enabled the Clinical Center of Montenegro to be connected to general hospitals. in Berane, Bar and
Pljevlja.
Savana Commercial Retail received the Award for Contribution to the Local Community; this company,
owner of Mall of Montenegro Shopping Mall and Ramada Hotel, which in year 2019 allocated around
€370,000 for corporate social responsibility, focused on education, culture, sports, programs that
encourage healthy lifestyles and environmental policies, of which a donation of 180,000 euros is allocated
for the reconstruction of the Milorad-Musa Burzan primary school - after 70 years, the premises of the
school with a total area of about 2,000 m2 have been thoroughly reconstructed.
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Special Recognition for Contribution to the Local Community was given to Sava Montenegro Podgorica
and Amplitudo ltd. Sava Montenegro is a company that, in its mission, has defined a responsible attitude
towards the community and support, both professional and personal development of its employees. The
company has organized numerous humanitarian and volunteer campaigns with its employees, while
Amplitudo company focused on empowering youth, academy, colleges and universities to contribute to
the prosperity and economic development of the country. At the same time with their breakthrough in
the market, they have developed support for young programmers, designers and a whole conglomeration
of other digital marketing skills, while with the web application goplant.me – “My Tree”, they want to
make a global impact on forest healing and tree growth in urban areas around the world.

This year, five special recognitions were also awarded for civic contributions to the common good, and
two posthumous. Doctor Milovan-Milo Janković, former mayor of the Old Royal Capital of Cetinje and for
many years President of the Red Cross of Montenegro, has been recognized for decades of his
humanitarian work and dedication to Montenegrin society and his hometown Cetinje. Zev Dedvukaj from
Tuzi is an activist and humanist thanks to whose determination and dedicated work, only in the past two
years, 11 socially disadvantaged families from Malesia region have been provided a “roof over their
heads” – warm homes, while Savo Knezevic and Jelena Krivcevic, as civic activists, have been awarded
for their contribution to the process of social inclusion and regional development respectively. Savo
Knezevic, as President of the "First Association of Parents of Children and Youth with Disabilities" from
Podgorica and the National Association of Parents of Children and Youth with Disabilities of Montenegro
- NARDOS, works tirelessly to represent and advocate on behalf of parents and children, to secure funding,
work on project management - making an extremely important contribution and individual mark on one
of the most important processes in our country - the process of social inclusion. On the other hand, Jelena
Krivčević has, over the past 10 years, acting as manager of the Regional Development Agency, based in
Berane, supported over 250 family households in rural areas, designing and implementing activities that
complement and diversify many families’ income.
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Posthumous recognition for civic contribution to the common good has been awarded to Aleksandar
Šime Dedović, civil sector leader from Nikšić and a person who primarily advocated for non-profit sector
development. Dedović has left a permanent mark on improving the security sector, and has made a major
contribution to Euro-Atlantic integration of Montenegro, and he was among the first to start talking about
Euro-Atlantic integration. Also, through NGO Alfa Center, he organized numerous actions: from awareness
campaigns on all aspects of traffic safety, public debates and discussions across Montenegro on EuroAtlantic integration, to environmental and humanitarian actions, which the general public was less aware
of. A man of exceptional spirit, creativity, vision, will remain remembered in the city under Trebjesa and
beyond, as someone who was sincerely committed to the prosperity of Montenegro.
At the end of the ceremony, a posthumous tribute was also given to the philanthropists Tomo and Stana
Luketić, the founders of "Tomo Mirov Luketić and his wife Stana Foundation ", founded to help education
of children from Budva and Paštrovići area. These great philanthropists of Budva left for this purpose a
land of 40 000 square meters in the center of the town - property that until 1991 was registered to the
Foundation, when it was transferred to the ownership of the Municipality of Budva. Time will tell whether
the injustice done to Luketić endowment and family can, at least partly, be undone.
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List of grants awarded in 2019
DONOR

PROGRAM
Action for
stronger CSO
Voice

Action for
stronger CSO
Voice

Action for
stronger CSO
Voice

ORGANIZATION

Spektra

Zupa at Heart

Ecological association
“Breznica”

Action for
stronger CSO
Voice

9th December

Action for
stronger CSO
Voice

Youth civic
engagement – ODA

Action for
stronger CSO
Voice

Pedagogy Association

TOWN

SHORT PROJECT DESCRIPTION

COORDINATOR

AMOUNT

Podgorica

Empowering transgender, and gender nonconforming persons through the capacity building of
existing and new transgender-activists engaged in
human rights activism

Jovan Ulićević

€ 3,820.00

Nikšić

Contribute to the reduction of the number of illegal
waste landfills and a greater number of households
involved in the waste management system, as well
as better promotion of the natural landscapes of
Zupa

Jovo Radulović

€ 3,900.00

Pljevlja

Analysis of the progress of the current
implementation of the legislation in the field of air
quality, based on which recommendations are given
for further implementation of relevant strategic
documents.

Milorad Mitrović

€ 3,550.00

Danilovgrad

Creation of digital and on the spot eco-touristic
services, for the purpose of promoting the natural
beauty and cultural attractions of the municipality
Danilovgrad.

Jovana Đurišić

€ 3,095.00

Nikšić

Strengthen and improve project and field work
teaching, improve student and teacher competences
regarding sustainable development, and awareness
of the rational use of natural resources

Olivera Lučić

€ 3,300.00

Podgorica

Promote the culture of participation among young
people, strengthen their democratic potentials and
encourage them to critically observe reality and
actively participate through the implementation of
volunteer projects in their local communities

Vanja Rakočević

€ 3,650.00
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Action for
stronger CSO
Voice

Women’s Voices

Action for
stronger CSO
Voice
Action for
stronger CSO
Voice

Za jači glas
OGD

Podgorica

Empowering, supporting and promoting young
writers in Montenegro.

Olja Knežević

€ 3,700.00

Association of youth
with disabilities

Nikšić

Empowerment and networking of people with
disabilities from Niksic through advocating for the
application of accessibility standards of public and
local institutions in Niksic.

Nenad Mijušković

€ 3,050.00

Centre for female and
peace education ANIMA

Kotor

Organization of a program that focuses on antifascism as a social and cultural value based on
peace, feminist and socialist movement.

Ervina Dabižinović

€ 3,210.00

Branka Ćalasan

€ 3,500.00

Center for research,
education and
counselling “Portrait”

Budva

Technical grant - Organization and maintenance of
the festival, which promotes young artists from
Montenegro and region in the field of music and
film, with a focus on women in an independent
cultural scene, gender equality, women's rights

Budva

Technical grant - Implementation and application of
assistive technologies in working with children and
youth with disabilities

Civic Creative Centre

Cetinje

Technical grant - Mobilize a large number of youth
but also citizens, and representatives of business
sector, local self-government in solving at least 4
problems in the local community identified by youth.

Youth Culture Centre

Herceg
Novi

Technical grant - A Campaign to preserve City Music
Studio for Sound Recording Studio

SIGN Up for
Impact

Agora

SIGN Up for
Impact

Association of Parents
of Children and Youth
with Disabilities “Snail
Shell”

SIGN Up for
Impact

SIGN Up for
Impact

Bar

Strengthening resilience and enhancing
volunteerism among children and youth through the
establishment and work of the Volunteer Club
"Klupko”
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Novak Govedarica

€ 700.00

Nataša Anastasov
€ 700.00

Dejana Dizdar
€ 700.00

Vedran Krnić
€ 700.00

Petar Šundić

Nikšić

Technical grant - Realization of volunteer actions
involving young people in order to collect and
dispose of waste and garbage from the towers in
the Old Town Fortress

Zupa in Heart

Nikšić

Technical grant - Promoting the old water mill as a
cultural heritage, cleaning the water supply channel

Jovo Radulović

Plav

Technical grant - Organizing a summer camp and
marking the natural values of the Nature Park
"Čakor"

Gojko Knežević

“Velika” Club

Željko Đukić

Bijelo Polje

Technical grant - An innovative web platform
through which small farmers from north of the
country and citizens from urban areas who are in
need of buying domestic, traditional agricultural
products

Sabra Decević

Tuzi

Technical grant - Organizing creative workshops for
children with and without dissabilities, exhibition of
pupils' works, organizing events through playing
social games with volunteers and peers

Budva

Matching grant - Implementation and application of
assistive technologies in working with children and
youth with disabilities
Matching grant - Organizing a summer camp and
marking the natural values of the Nature Park
"Čakor"

Gojko Knežević

Plav

Željko Đukić

Bijelo Polje

Matching grant - An innovative web platform
through which small farmers from north of the
country and citizens from urban areas who are in
need of buying domestic, traditional agricultural
products

SIGN Up for
Impact

Pro Futuro

SIGN Up for
Impact
SIGN Up for
Impact

SIGN Up for
Impact

Multimedia
Montenegro

SIGN Up for
Impact

Children of
Montenegro

SIGN Up for
Impact

Association of Parents
of Children and Youth
with Disabilities “Snail
Shell”

SIGN Up for
Impact

SIGN Up for
Impact

“Velika” Club

Multimedia
Montenegro

€ 700.00

€ 700.00

€ 700.00

€ 700.00

€ 700.00

Nataša Anastasov
€ 3,479.00

€ 4,000.00

€ 4,000.00
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SIGN Up for
Impact

Agora

Novak Govedarica

Budva

Matching grant - Organization and maintenance of
the festival, which promotes young artists from
Montenegro and region in the field of music and
film, with a focus on women in an independent
cultural scene, gender equality, women's rights

Dejana Dizdar

€ 2,500.00

SIGN Up for
Impact

Civic Creative Centre

Cetinje

Matching grant - Mobilize a large number of youth
but also citizens, and representatives of business
sector, local self-government in solving at least 4
problems in the local community identified by youth

SIGN Up for
Impact

Youth Culture Centre

Herceg
Novi

Matching grant - A Campaign to preserve City Music
Studio for Sound Recording Studio

Vedran Krnić

Petar Šundić

Jovo Radulović

SIGN Up for
Impact

Pro Futuro

Nikšić

Matching grant - Realization of volunteer actions
involving young people in order to collect and
dispose of waste and garbage from the towers in
the Old Town Fortress

SIGN Up for
Impact

Zupa in Heart

Nikšić

Matching grant - Promoting the old water mill as a
cultural heritage, cleaning the water supply channel

€ 2,516.00

€ 1,505.00

€ 4,000.00

€ 4,000.00

Sabra Decević

SIGN Up for
Impact

De Facto
Development

Children of
Montenegro

Center for Children’s
Rights

Tuzi

Podgorica

Matching grant - Organizing creative workshops for
children with and without disabilities, exhibition of
pupils' works, organizing events through playing
social games with volunteers and peers

Development of a fundraising strategy for the
organizational sustainability; obtaining the License
for Supported housing service for youth upon
leaving the home “Mladost” in Bijela, for children
without parental care
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€ 2,700.00

Rajka Perović

€
10,000.00

De Facto
Development

ALFA Center

De Facto
Development

Association of Parents
of Children and Youth
with Disabilities “Snail
Shell”

Nikšić

Organizational development through establishment
of ALFA Center Volunteer Club and organizing
several volunteer actions, and trainings for members
of the organization and study visit to relevant local
and national institutions and organizations

Aleksandar
Dedović

€ 9,965.00

Budva

Development of the strategic plan of the
organization, participation in trainings in the field of
project management, and licensing of social services
for children with disabilities.

Nataša Anastasov

€ 9,872.00

Podgorica

Building organizational capacity for service provision
and advocacy work via developing new web
platform and improved community-based services,
as well as trainings for strengthening in-house
capacity for project cycle management

Bojana Jokić

€ 9,998.00

Jugoslav Radović

De Facto
Development

LGBT Forum Progress

De Facto
Development

Center for Youth
Education

Podgorica

The aim of the project is to establish mechanisms
for development and support to youth activism, as
well as support for youth networking

De Facto
Development

Rožaje

The goal of the project is to raise general awareness
about the importance of energy efficiency and
renewable energy sources in Rožaje

Rasim Luboder

Youth Civic Initiative

De Facto
Development

Cetinje

To raise the capacity of youth from volunteer clubs
and /or youth clubs for peer education on the topic
of sexual and reproductive rights

Dejana Dizdar

Civic Creative Center

Activate and motivate the citizens of Pljevlja to
participate in the environment protection

Ostojić Miloš

De Facto
Development

LEGALIS

Pljevlja

€ 6,900.00

€ 5,050.00

€ 7,000.00

€ 5,820.00

€ 5,270.00
De Facto
Development

Student Active
Frequency of Radio
Avant-Gard/SAFRA

Podgorica

Improvement and better study conditions for blind
people and people with visual impairment

Milica Petričević
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De Facto
Development

Citizen
Action
Citizen
Action

Green Step

Ulcinj

The aim of the project is survey of the current state
of Šasko Lake and initiation of further steps
towards the protection of the lake

Parental Association
“OAZA”

Bijelo Polje

Support to developing volunteers' base of the
association, and engagement of broader community

Rasema Hekalo

€ 3,000.00

Nikšić

Support to engaging and activating citizens in
solving ecological problems in the community

Aleksandar
Perović

€ 2,000.00

Balša Vujošević

€ 1,675.00

Danica Spevak

€ 2,010.00

Ecological movement
OZON

Elvir Zečević
€ 5,870.00

Citizen
Action

KULSPORT

Podgorica

Organizing children's assemblies to improve youth
activism by involving young people in the decisionmaking process regarding their future, and creating
ideas for their local community

Citizen
Action

Informal group of
High school of
Economic students

Podgorica

Organize an entrepreneurs' fair where students will
promote business ideas and business plans they
work on during the school year

Andrija Jablan

Podgorica

The project aims to increase the number of youth
who are familiar with different ways of environment
protection, with an emphasis on the students of the
three elementary schools

Lidija Zeković

Citizen
Action

Scout Club Echo

€ 2,300.00

Citizen
Action

Gallery

Cetinje

The project aims to promote intergenerational
learning by organizing an English language course
for members of the Association of Pensioners of
Cetinje, as well as three secondary schools in
Cetinje.

Citizen
Action

Podgorica

Engaging local population in actions aimed at
improving the infrastructure and biological condition
of Šasko Lake and the surrounding area.

Amela Kaja

Green Life

Žana Knežević

Podgorica

Contribute to the modernization and digitization of
three secondary schools in Podgorica while
enhancing gifted students’ knowledge and skills in
ICT and translating.

Citizen
Action

Interlingua
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€ 2,100.00

€ 2,600.00

€ 2,765.00

Citizen
Action

Citizen
Action

TOTAL

Association for
children and youth
KUĆA (HOUSE)

STIVI

Podgorica

Joint workshops for children from the local
elementary school and children of the same age
attending the Centre for children and youth “1. jun”
in order to produce appropriate decorative and
adorning material for sale at the Podgorica Spring
Bazaar.

Danilovgrad

Promotion of the alternative music community
through a concert of alternative music and
organization of a panel on the topic of alternative
cultural scene and freedom expression.

Pavić Radović

€ 2,585.00

Ivan Ivanović
€ 2,690.00

Citizen
Action

Bona Fide

Pljevlja

Enhancing of protection services for women and
children victims of violence through education of 10
volunteers on SOS helpline in providing support to
victims.

Citizen
Action

Crna Gora

Engaging school peers in areas of support for
children affected by cancer or other hematologic
illness in pediatric hospitals.

Dijana Stojanović

FENIX

Organization of
Montenegrin Studying
Abroad - OMSA-OCSI

Podgorica

The aim of the project is to create a space for
dialogue with decision makers, and strengthened
capacities of Organization of Montenegrin Studying
Abroad - OMSA-OCSI

Dimitrije Jovićević

Citizen
Action

Citizen
Action

Active Zone

Cetinje

Establishment of an Alliance of Youth Organizations
in Montenegro

Miloš Marković

Green Ideas

Grammar school
"Slobodan Škerović"

Podgorica

Designing and construction of an experimental
greenhouse for the production of oak, cashew and
laurel plants as a contribution to urban greening

Sabina Talović

€ 1,975.00

€ 2,480.00

€ 3,000.00

Aleksandrina
Vujačić

€ 2,500.00

€ 4,000.00

183,200 €
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Our donors in 2019:

Rockefeller Brothers Fund Institutional support in amount of 60,000 USD per year

US Embassy Podgorica Program Action for Stronger CSO Voice, total program value 175.000 $




Program De facto Development
Regional program „SIGN Up for impact: Philanthropy Development for Stronger Civil Society

Ministry of Public Administration Co-funding of De Facto Development Program

The Balkan Trust for Democracy Co-Funding of regional program SIGN Up for impact
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Fund for Active Citizenship Team

Anica – Maja Boljević, executive director
Nataša Vulikić, finance manager
Nađa Dragović, program manager
Nenad Golubović, civil society program manager
Anto Janković, philanthropy manager

Managing Board:
Biljana Maslovarić, President
Vice-Dean for Science and International Cooperation, Faculty of Philosophy Niksic
Ana Stojović-Janković
Vice-Consul, British Embassy
Ana Drakić
East-West Management Institute, Project Director
Predrag Vušurović
Sales director, Lovćen Bank
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Grant-making Committee members:
Biljana Maslovarić
Ana Stojović-Janković
Milica Kovačević (NGO Center for Democratic Transition)
Aleksandra Kiković (UNDP)
Biljana Gligorić (NGO Expeditio)
Darko M. Ivanović (NGO 35mm)
Ivana Gajović (Savana Continental Property Management & Lodging)

ISKRA Philanthropy Award Committee:
Božena Jelušić, President
Saša Popović, Professor
Pavle Radovanović, Chamber of Economy
Zoran Đikanović, Directorate for Diaspora
Bosiljka Vuković, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Montenegro
Snežana Burzan, KIC Budo Tomović

All members of the Managing Board, Grant-making Committee and
ISKRA Committee contribute on a voluntary basis.
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Aleksandra Mirić, « DE FACTO MONTENEGRO»
Acrylic on Canvas, Cycle « RADOSNICE » 100x70cm, 2017.
(or: how Aleksandra saw fAKT team and our work )
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